
 
 

During the last few months, friends enjoyed learning a variety of eye-hand coordination and eye-foot 
coordination games and activities. We finished the year revisiting some of our favorite games. 

Eye-Hand Coordination- To build this skill, friends practiced throwing underhand and overhand and rolling 
a ball to knock over a target. We practiced tossing bean bags, bouncing beach balls, throwing tennis balls and 
rolling a bowling ball to knock over a pin. Friends also practiced throwing a Frisbee. 

Eye-Foot Coordination- To build this skill, friends enjoyed playing a variety of kicking games. Our favorites 
included: 

• Little, Little, Big- Friends compared a little kick vs. a big kick in the game. It takes self-control to 
kick a ball to make it go a short distance and you need lots of power to kick that ball to go far! 

• Freeze the Teacher- Friends pretended the ball was an ice crystal. They kicked the ball aiming for the 
teacher skipping by. If the ball hit the teacher, she would freeze. A friend would have to come to her 
rescue to unfreeze her. 

• Kicking through the cones (early soccer skills)- Friends practiced dribbling the ball and then 
shooting through two cones to score a goal. 

Favorite Games- One thing that has stood out this year in gym is the friends’ desire to play whole group  
cooperative games. Many of these games were requested by the friends week after week. Ask your child 
which game was his or her favorite this year! Here is a list of the most popular that we played on our last gym 
day. 

Freeze Tag       Don't wake the Sleeping Giant            Mouse Trap            What time is it, Mr. Fox? 

Sharks and Minnows                 Catch the Cat’s Tail                     Parachute Games 
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